For consideration by the Board are the following applicants for registration without examination as PSYCHOMETRICIAN pursuant to Sec. 17, Article V of R.A. No. 10029, known as the "Philippine Psychology Act of 2009", and Sec. 17, Rule V of Board Res. No. 03 Series of 2012, known as the "Implementing Rules and Regulations of R.A. No. 10029":

1. ABELLA, BERNADETTE VELASCO
2. ABULON, EDNA LUZ RAYMUNDO
3. AGAIWAN, BEBSKY MARIE BEBILLO
4. AGNES, MARIA CLAUDETTE ALVAREZ
5. ALVEZ, ANN CLARA PIMENTEL
6. ANE, MEI-LIN ACUÑA
7. ARELLANO, RACHEL COLORADO
8. AUIZA, ELAINE JOY SUGUE
9. BACULAO, REMEDIOS AMAHAN
10. BALLESTEROS, ALMA GRACE CUARTERON
11. BALLENTE, NIDA SORIANO
12. BIBERA, VICTORIUS QUIAMCO
13. BUERA, AVELICEL DE JESUS
14. CANLAS, AMIR NEPOMUCENO
15. CANLAS, RODEL PAYUMO
16. DACANAY, MARILYN GARCIA
17. DE VILLA, MARIA CRISTINA AGUILAR
18. DIAZ, RUBY JANE LABITAG
19. DIMAR, ERIC LAGMAN
20. FLORES, RAMBILLE CABALE
21. FRONDA, GEMMA ARCA
22. GALICIA, ETHEL SAYO
23. GOBOLEO, THEA MARIE SULIE
24. GONZALES, MA. AURORA EMTERIA PERONA
25. HAPIN, ANN MARIBEL MEDINA
26. HOCSON, SHEILA MARIE GUEVARRA
27. IMPERIAL, ROSHIELA SHEERA SAULON
28. INSTRELLA, FREDERICK ESQUILONA
29. JEREZ, IRENE ASIS
30. JULOM, ANGELINA MORALES
31. KYAMKO, REYNALD PANER
32. LAPA, JACLYN DAVIS
33. LAUIGAN, MICHELLE CHAN
34. LAYDIA, MARIA LOURDES RAMOS
35. MARBORANG, MA. ALELI MENTE
36. MANALANG, HONEYLET LASISTE
37. MARTINEZ, REAGAN JOY CABLES
Upon evaluation of the documents they submitted in support of their respective applications, the Board found that the above-named applicants had met all the qualifications set forth in the aforementioned Act and Rules.

WHEREFORE, the Board RESOLVES, as it is hereby RESOLVED, to allow their registration as Psychometrician. After approval hereof by the Commission and upon payment of the prescribed fees therefor, let their respective Certificates of Registration and Professional Identification Cards be issued thereto after their respective oaths of professionals.

Done in the City of Manila, this 17th day of May, 2013.
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